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tion in which the crystal is regarded as isotropic. 
Availing ourselves of the data 9 for F bands, and of 
the expressions (40) and (41), we can determine 
14J/m and a approximately: 

l~olm ~ 0.9; j a i = 7 eV. 

From these parameters we estimated the polaron and 

condenson tenns in (19) and (44). It turned out that 
for the polaro-condenson the magnitude of the con
denson term amounted to about 10% of the total en
ergy, while for the F-center, to about 25%. 

The values of the effective masses of the bound 
electron and the current carrier change appreciably 
in comparison with the corresponding values ob
tained without regard to the condenson effect. Thus 
14J/m appeared to be two times smaller than the 
value in Ref. l, while M/m = 7.63 instead of 9.69 
as in Ref. l. 
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Dispersion relations are derived for pion photoproduction reactions on nucleons. The 
.spin and isotopic structure of the reaction amplitude is established, and the unobservable 
energy range is separated. It is shown that the dispersion relations are inhomogeneous. 

FORMAL SCATTERING THEORY, based on the 
unitarity and asymmetry of the scattering ma

trix, leads to an expression for the amplitude in 
terms of phase shifts. The values of the phase 
shifts depend on the dynamics of the collision proc
ess. Since the character of the dynamics of the 
process is not taken into account in the formulation 
of the formal scattering theory, it is natural that 
the values of t:he phases remain unknown in such an 

analysis. The determination of phase shifts from 
experimental data is of great interest, for it permits 
a deeper study of the character of the meson-nucleon 
collisions. Using the charge-independence hypoth
esis in the s- and p-wave approximation it becomes 

possible to find several possible sets of phase 

*Paper delivered at the All-Union Conference on 
Physics of High Energy Particles on May 15, 1956. 

shifts for the meson-nucleon collisions. This am

biguity can be eliminated using the causality prin
ciple. In fact, Goldberger 1 has found the Hermitian 
and anti-Hermitian portions of the forward-scatter
ing amplitude to be connected by dispersion rela
tions that lead to a correct choice of phase shifts 
for the meson-nucleon collision processes. 

N. N. Bogoliubov* developed general principles 
for the derivation of dispersion relations for a great 
variety of scattering processes. His method is es
sentially based on analyticity theorems that follow 
from the principle of causality. 

In the present article we shall use the Bogoliubov 
method to derive dispersion relations for the photo
production of mesons on nucleons. 3 

*Reported by N. N. Bogoliubov to many seminars on 
theoretical physics in the v. A. Steklov Mathematics In
stitute in January 1956. 
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l. AMPLITUDE OF THE PHOTOPRODUCTION REACTION 

Let us denote by cp~->(q), the operator for the annihilation of a meson of type p (p = l, 2, 3), and by 
a~+)(k) the operator of photon production (v = 0, l, 2, 3). The matrix element for the photoproduction reac
tion can then be written with the aid of the S-matrix formalism in the form 

( l.l) 

Here <P denotes the amplitude of the state of the scatterer, and the indices ex and w, which pertain to the 
initial and final states respectively, include all the quantum numbers that characterize the system with the 
exception of the momenta of the photon and meson. 

Since 

we have 

A, (x) = ~ \ ./~- {ev/.. (k) a~+> (k) eikx + e,~.. (k} a~-) (k) e-ikx}, 
(21t) • ~ r 2kO 

COp (x) = _1_ \ dq - {cr;<+l (q) eiqx + (!)(-) (q) e-iqx} 
' (21t)'la ~ V2qO 'P 'P ' 

(2 )-'/, 
[cp~-l (q), Cflp (x)] = ,;- eiqx, [AfL (x), a~+> (k)] 

r 2qo 

and consequently 

(21t)-'l. ~ . as 
[roP<-l (q), S] e'qx -- dx 

T = Vzqo a'Pp(x) ' 
[S, a<+>(k)] = (Z1t)=:1• e' \ e-iky ~ dy 

v V2kO fL.\ 8Afl. (y) . 

( l. 2) 

( 1.3) 

( 1.4) 

Transposing the creation operators in (l.l) to the extreme left position, and the annihilation operators 
to the extreme right, we obtain with the aid of ( 1.4) 

S (ll, k; W, q) = ~ e~ s[LP" ( 1.5) 
fL 

i'Je shall assume that ct>ps describes a scatterer in the lower energy state. No spontaneous processes can 
occur therefore, and 

or from the unitarity of the S-matrix 

Taking (1.7) into account, we can rewrite (1.5) as 

S 1 ~ i(qx-ky) (""• 82S s+m. > 
P.P = v- e 'Vp'.s' ~ ( ) "A ( ) 'Vps . r 4kOqO o'J'p X o p. y 

Let us introduce the operators 

. ( ) . as s+ 
}p X = t 8q>P (x) ' 

"() .as 5+ 
lp. y = t 8A"' (y) 

( 1.6) 

( l. 7) 

(1.8) 

( 1.9) 
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and call them respectively the meson-current jp(x) and electromagnetic-current ip.(y) operators. These op
erators are Hermitian. In fact 

jt (x) = -- iSas+ 1 o1'" (x), 

but since s+s =o 1, 

s as+ _ as s+ 
acp" (x) ~ - acp" (x) 

and consequently 

jt (x) = j" (x). ( 1. 10) 

Analogously 

i; (x) = ip. (x). ( 1.11) 

Variation of (1.9) leads to 

Subtracting one equation from the other, we get 

oi~'- (y) / ocp" (x)- oj" (x) I OA~'- (y) =- i U" (x) i~'- (y)- ip. (y) jp (x)J. ( 1.13) 

Changing to the Heisenberg representation, we write 

(1.14) 

Here J and I are the current operators in the real-particle representation, and 'l'ps- the amplitude of state 
of the nucleon in the same representation. Let us assume that the energy-momentum operator in this sys

tem has a complete set of eigenfunctions, denoted by 'l'n, kn. The index kn denotes the momentum of the 

system, and n J'epresents the remaining quantum numbers that determine the state of the system. The en

ergy of the nth state of the system will be 

( 1.15) 

From the assumption of the completeness of the system we can write 

('Ir;,s,Jp (x) lp. (y) '¥ps)= (2~)B ~ ~dkn ('f";,s,JP (x) 'l"n,hn) ('¥~, hn/1'- (y) '¥ps)· ( 1.16) 
n 

Translational-invariance considerations permit representation of the operators J p and /p. in the following 
form 

( 1.17) 

Inserting (1.17) into (1.16) and recalling that 'l'n, kn are eigenfunctions of the operator P we get 

('P';'s' Jp (x) I p. (y) '¥ ps) = (2rrt3 ~ ~ dkn ('P">s• Jp (0) '¥ n, hn)('¥;, kn/ 11 (0) '¥ ps) 
n ( 1.18) 

xexp{-ikn(x-y)+ ~ (P+P')(x-y)+ ~ (p'-p)(x-+y)}, kn·x=x0VM~+k~ -knx. 
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lntroJucing the notation 

F~~; p's' (X- y) = (21t)-3 ~ ~ dkn ('¥p'S' J p (0) '¥ n, kn)<'¥~. kn I 1'- (0) '¥ ps) 
n 

X exp {- ikn (x- y) + + (p + p')(x- y)}, ( 1.19) 

we can rewrite (1.18) as 

<'¥~'s'JP (x) I 1'- (y) '¥ ps) = ei(p'-p)(x+y)/2 F~S: p's' (x- y). (1.20) 

Analogously, translational-invariance considerations lead to 

( 1.21a) 

<<D. ()ilL (y) <D ) - ei(p'-p)(x+y)/2 wps; p's' (x- y) 
p's' ()cpl' (x) ps -- 1'-P , ( 1. 21b) 

<<D~'s' ip. (y) jp (x) <Dps) = ei(p'-Pl<x+yl/2 F~~; p's' (y- x). (l.21c) 

Let us establish certain relationships between the functions F, V, and IL It follows from ( 1.20) and 
(1.21) that 

F*:.,s; p's' (x) = F~::': ps (- x). ( 1.22) 

Using ( 1. 12) and ( 1.13) we get 

V~~; p's' (x) =- iW~~; p's' (x)- F~~; p's' (- x), ( 1. 23a) 

W~~; p's' (x)- W~~; p's' (- x) =- i [F~~; p's' (x)- Fg~: p's' (- x)], ( 1. 23b) 

W•ps; p's' ( ) _ tv;p's'; ps ( ) 
p.P X - W 1'-P X. ( 1. 23c) 

According to (1.21a), Eq. (1.8) can be written as 

Sp.p = (4k0q0 )-'1• ~ dx dy exp { ~ (k + q)(x- y )·+ ~ (q- k)(x + y) + ~ (p'- p)(x + y)} V~~: P'•'(x- y), 

( 1. 24) 

from which we obtain after integrating over (x + y) 

where 

T ps; p's' (k + q) __ . (" i(h+q)x/2Vps; p's' (x) dx 
!J.P z ) - t ~ e 1'-P • 

2. AUXILIARY REACTION AMPLITUDE AND ITS PROPERTIES 

The expression ( l. 25) is too complicated for investigation. Let us introduce the amplitude 

m, ( k· ) . (4ko o)-'1, ~ v 1 i(qx-hy) <D• ()ilL (y) <D d d 
JH IX, , W, q = - l q kJ elL } e < p's' ()?p (x) ps) X Y, 

1'-

( 1. 25) 

(2.1) 
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which, on the !basis of (1.2lc), can he rewritten 

:ffi(IX, k; w, q) =- i (4k0q0)-'1• ~e~ ~dxdy-expU (x + y)(q -k) 
!J. 

+ ~ (k + q)(x- y) + ~ (p'- p) (x + y)} w~~; p's' (x- y). 

Integrating over (x + y) we get 

k ) · (2 )4 (4ko o)-'J, ~ ( , k) ~ v Mps; p's' (k + q) :ffi (IX, ; W, q = l ;t q 0 p - p + q- 2.J C1, 1'-P - 2 - ' 

1'-

Mps; p's' (k + q) - - \ ei(h+q)X/2 wps; p's' (x) dx 
!J.P 2 - j !J.P • 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

We shall show that in the observed region (real momenta, positive energies) the amplitudes T and M are 
equal. Subtracting (2.3) from (1.25) and taking (1.23a) ·into account, we get 

(2.4) 

Inserting the expression (1.19) for F into (2.4) we get by elementary computations 

Tps; p's' (k + q) __ Mps; p's' (k +_ct) 
!J.P 2 !J.P 2 

n 

kn = (p + p'- q- k) / 2. 

It can he shown that the argument of the &-function is greater than zero in the observed region. 
Actually, using the energy-momentum conservation laws 

we get 

Since Mn » M, to prove the above statement it is necessary to show that 

V M2 + (p - q)2 > V M2 + p2 - V !L2 + q2. 

The correctness of this inequality is readily proved by squaring both sides. Thus, T and M are equal in 
the real-amplitude region. 

We shall operate hereinafter in a coordinate system in which 

p + p' = 0. (2.6) 
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Using the energy and momentum conservation laws 

k2 = fL2 + q2; k- q = - 2p, 

we get 

1/2 (k- q) =- p; J /2 (k + q) = ),e- (tL2J4p2) p, ( 2. 7) 

where A is arbitrary. The vector e is orthogonal to the vector p. Hence 

(2.8) 

The quantity A can be expressed in terms of the meson energy E as follows: 

(2.9) 

Having made the above remarks concerning the chosen coordinate system, we turn to the study of the 
properties of the amplitude M. Let us represent the amplitude M in the form 

where 

M ps; p's' _ Dps; p's' .Aps; p's' 
flP - flP + [ flP ' 

D ps; P'-'·' _ _1_ 1Mps; p's' M"p's'; ps) 
p P - 2,\ flP + Pfl ' 

A ps; p's' _ _1_ (Mps; p's' _ M"p'o'; ps 
f'-9 -2i flP Pfl ). 

(2.10) 

(2.10a) 

Inserting the expression ( 2. 3) for M into (2.10 a) and taking the properties ( l. 23) into account, we get 

( 2.11) 

D ps; p's' ('!___+ q) __ 1' \ ei(l<+q)x/2 { wps; p's' (X) + wps; p's' (-X)} 
I~P 2 - I 2 .) flP Pi~ • (2.12) 

Let us introduce functions X and Y such that 

X ps; p's' (k + q) = "" v [)ps; p's' ('' + q) 
vp 2 ..::::.J e fl I~ P 2 ' (2.13) 

fl 

Y ps; p's' (k + q) = "" v A ps; p's 1 ('!__ + q) 
vP ~ L..J ep. p.p 2 • (2.14) 

p. 

Using (2.11) and (2.12), as well as the invariance of the reaction amplitude under reflection of momenta, 
we can obtain the following important relations 

*ps; p's' (k0 + q0 ~I=_<~ _ Xps; p's' ( _ 11° + q0 k + q) 
Pss' X,,p 2 ' 2 ) - 'JP \ 2 ' 2 ' ( 2.15) 

P Y ''ps; p's' (11° + q0 ~r::._Q) = _ y ps; p's' ( _ k0 + q0 k + q) 
ss' 'JP 2 ' 2 vp 1\ 2 ' 2 . 

(2.16) 

Pss' is the spin commutation operator. In fact 
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taking ( l. 22) into account, this expression can be rewritten as 

y• ps; p's' (k + q\ = - Ij ~ e-i(h+q)x!2 {Fp's'; ps (x) - Fp's'; ps (- )} ., d 
vp 2 ) 2 !J.P . PiL X elL X' 

I 

(2.17) 

Comparing (2.17) with (2.14) and taking into account the invariance of the reaction amplitude under reflec
tion of the momenta, 

k-o.-k, q-o.-q, p-o--p, p'-o.-p' (p=--p'), 

one can readily check the correctness of (2.16) in the chosen coordinate system. Analogously, one can 
prove (2.15). 

Equations (2.13) and (2.16) can be used to make up the combinations 

( l + P) Xps; p's' == Xps; p's' ___ , p x"ps; p's' 
_ vp vp _.t= ss' 'JP ' 

( 1 + P) y p:_; p's' = yrs; p's' ± p y* ps; p's' 
_ v~ vp ss' 'Jt:J , 

which have the following parity properties relative toE: 

(1 + P) x~g; p's'- even, 

( 1 - P) x~g; p's'- odd, 

(1 + P) Y~:; p's'- odd, 

( 1 - P) Y !,'g; p's'- even, 

3. ROLE OF BOUND STATES IN PHOTOPRODUCTION 

PROCESSES 

(2.18) 

( 2.19) 

(2.20) 

It is important to study the role of the bound states in photoproduction processes, since this problem is 
related to the analysis of the unobservable energy region in the dispersion relations. In our chosen refer

ence system p + p' = 0, the photoprotluction threshold is I pI + (12 /41 pI· Let us consider the energy region 
in which E <I pI + (12 / 41 pI and where consequently bound states can be produced. Substituting (1.19) 
into (2.11) and integrating with respect to x, we get 

Y~~; p's' (" ;- q) = '-_Le~ (o/~ •. 5 .J p (0) 'Yn, 1-e-ep)(o/~. 1-e-epf fJ. (0) \f" ps) 
!J.,n 

(3. 1) 

(8 = f12 /4p2). Uy virtue of the smallness of the coupling constant e (electric charge), the energy of the in

teraction with the electromagnetic field can be considered as a perturbation. This makes possible an ex
pansion in terms of the eigenstates of the energy-momentum vector of the meson-nucleon system. 

Bearing the above approximation in mind and taking it into account that there are no bound states what
ever in the meson-nucleon system between M and M + fJ., it is possible to show (for small scatterer mo
menta p2 < M(J./2) that in the energy range 

(3.2) 

th t't Yps;p's'(k+q) can be written as e qu an 1 y ,, -----;r-
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In fact, let us consider the a-function of expression (3.1). It is easy to show that the a-singularities of 

these functions at Mn = M will occur at the energies 

E = - P2
_ + [1.~/ 4 andEo = P'-=2:-::+===:[1.=2=/=4 

1 VM"+P" " VM2+p2 

for the first and second a-functions respectively. 

If Mn ~ill, i.e., Mn 2: M + fl• the a-singularities of 
these functions will occur at energies 

for the first and second 8-functions respectively. 

If p2 < M{l/2 (small scatterer momenta), it is easy 

to see that E2 < E: and consequently we have (3.3) 
in the region ( 3. 2). 

Let us consider the mean values of the currents 

contained in (2.13). By way of example let us cal

culate the mean value of the meson-current Jp(O), 

and analogously compute the mean value of the 

electromagnetic-current. We have 

<u/1' T ( ) 'I' i(p'-p)x u~· J (0) u~ I p's' t IJ X .~ ps) == C <I p's' I' Ips) 

and on the other hand 

,. \ . . ,. os 
('Yp' s'.! o (x) Y '"\ = l ( <l>p's' ~··.-(--c- <Dps). 

. ' O'?~ X) 

Introducing the Fourier transform 

and considering that 

we get 

oS (2 )-4 ~ iqx oS d 
a-()= r: e a-() x, 'Pp q • 'Pp X 

. • 135 
t (<Dp's' o~(-) <Dps) 

'Pp q 

The latter expression can be represented symbol" 

ically in the form of the following sum of diagrams: 

Here 1 5 is the strongly-bound portion. Had there 

been three meson lines in place of the symbol 1 ', 
the sum under consideration would have been 

@l~ (p, p'' q) 6.~ (q). 

Since in our case there is no free meson line, the 

resulting expression must be multiplied in audition 

by (f12 - q 2). Using the normalization condition for 

the Green function at p'2 = M2 , p2 = :1! 2 , q 2 = f12, and 

also the energy-momentum conservation law, we ob

tain as a final expression 

where g is the renormalized pseuuoscalar coupling 

constant between the meson and nucleon fields. In 

the case of the electromagnetic field 

(3.5) 
- ( ') { 1 + Tg • iJ. 1 A k ) iJ. l ' =(Us• p e-2-r + 2 p.[(..·j,"[ ]Jus(P)>. 

Here e is the renormalized electron charge and 

A 1+'ra 1-'t"3 
f1 = f1p -2- + P.n -2-' (3.6) 

flp and fln are the anomalous magnetic moments of 

the proton and neutron respectively. Using (3.4) to 
(3.6), we can rewrite (3.3) as 
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+ ~ ~ [ky), jfl]} Us" (p"))<us" (p") j 5'tplls (p)) o (E ~ £2), 

p" == -/,e + sp. 

4. MATRIX STRUCTURE OF THE 

PIIOTOPRODUCTION AMPLITUDE 

From consideration of the relativistic and gradi
ent invariances, the photoproduction reaction am

plitude can be rewritten as: 4 

Rvp = ~ fl~u (p') P~ 13 (k, p, p', 1) u (p) e~k 13 , 
s 

(4.1) 

where P~/3 is an anti-symmetric (relative to a and 
{3) tensor of second rank. In the pseudoscalar the
ory one can write the following four linearly inde
pendent operators 

Is ('T"P~ -lf3Pct), 

l5 (jxj[l-j(3jct.). (4.2) 

f1s stands for the isotopic spin operators. In a sys

tem consisting of nucleon, pion, and electromag
netic fields, the only matrices that participate in 

the description of the interaction are the matrices 
'rP in the coupling between the nucleon and pion 
fields, and the electric-charge matrix ~ ( 1 + 'r 3) in 
the coupling between the nucleon and electromag
netic fields. Since the initial state of a photopro-

duction process is the nucleon plus electromagnetic 
field and the final state is the nucleon plus meson 
field, the most general expression for the reaction 
amplitude in isotopic space can be written as 

Inserting (4.2) into (4.1), the expression for the 

photoproduction amplitude, for transverse polariza
tion and for the system of coordinates chosen by 
us (p + p 1 == 0), can be written as 

A '1 ) '2 Rvp = (anv) RP + a(k- q RP 

+a [[kn"] q] R~ + [kq] nvR~. (4.4) 

where the R~ have a matrix structure in isotopic 
space, analogous to (4.3). Since k and q can be 
expressed in terms of the vectors e and p [see 
(2.8)], the reaction amplitude can be represented 
as 

• ~~vp o-= (an") L~ + (ap) (pn") L~ 

+ ), (ae) (pn'') L~ + ), [pe]n"L~, (4.5) 

where the L~ have a matrix structure analogous to 
(4. 3). 

5. DISPERSION RELATIONS 

It was shown in llef. 2 that 

SeRvp = R..,P (l,e) + Rvp (-),e), (5.1) 

are analytic functions in the upper half-plane. To use the generalized Cauchy theorem and to write down 
the dispersion relations, it is necessary to make certain assumptions concerning the rate of growth of the 

photoproduction amplitude at infinity. Since the degree of reaction amplitude growth is a dynamic faetor, 
it cannot be obtained from any kinematic considerations. We shall assume henceforth that the degree of 
growth of the photoproduction amplitude is zero. 

Based on the above assumption, one can use the Cauchy theorem to write for the ~ombination (5.1) the 
following dispersion relations: 

1 +t SeRvp (£',A' e) ' 
SeRvp (£,1-e) = rr; Vp j £' -E dE + C, (5. 2a) 

-00 
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(5. 2b) 

-00 

or, separating the Hermitian parts of (5.2a) and (.5.2b), we obtain a dispersion relation that connects the 
Hermitian part of the amplitude Xvp with the anti-ifermitian part Yvp: 

_ 1 ~?'seyvp(E',).'e) , ~ 
SeXvp(£,J,e)=-;VP ~ E'-E dE +ReG, (5. 3a) 

-co 

(5.3b) 
-00 

Using (2.16) in the dispersion relations (5.3a) and (5.3b), one can eliminate the region of negative ener
gies and rewrite these expressions as 

+oo S yps; p's' E' ).'e 
SeX~;;p's' (EJe) = ~ Vp ~ dE'[-"-~, (~ + 

(5.4a) 
u 

"r xps;p's'(E) )=J__V Y'dE'[~leY~~;p's'(E',).'e) 
~e vo , ,e 7t P J £' __ E 

p ~l y"ps; p's' ([;' ' ) 
ss' ' e vp ~ • A e 1 + E'+E . 

(S.4b) 

(I 

According to (4.5), the most general expression for energy-independent constant can be written as 

(.5 . .5) 

A A 

where C1 and C2 have an isotopic structure analogous to (4.3). Using (3.3) and (.5.5), the dispersion rela-
tion (S.4a) can be represented as 

(.5.6) 

1 
+-Vp 

7t 

oo~ [S·Yps;p's'(E').'e) p S y*ps;p's'(E' ).'c)l d£' e vp ' ss' e. vp ' 

E'-E + E'+E j 
MfL+fL'I·l-p' 

VM'+P' 

A complete analysis of the dispersion relations is given in Ref. 6. 
In conclusion I wish to express deep gratitude to Academician N. N. Bogoliubov, under whose guidance 

the work was performed, and also to B. M. Stepanov for evaluating this work. 

Note added in proof (May 27, 19.57). The results 
obtained in this article show that the dispersion re
lations given by B. L. Ioffe for the photoproduction 
processes(]. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 31, 
583 (1956); Soviet Phys. JETP 4, 534 (1957)] are 
m error. 
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Application of the Dirac-Fock-Podol'skii Method 
to a Mechanical Many-Body Problem 

I. G. FIKHTENGOL'TS 

(Submitted to JETP editor July 28, 1956) 
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The general form of all the classical integrals of the motion and the generalized expres
sion for the inertial mass of a body, in the relativistic many-body problem, are established 
with the aid of the many-time formalism. The results are applied to a system of interacting 
electric charges and to a system of bodies interacting gravitationally. 

THE THEATI\IENT of the relativistic many-body 

problem is physically more coherent if the mo

tion of the bodies is uescribeJ 0y four-dimensional 

rather than by three-dimensional vectors. In view 

of this, we shall describe each of the n bodies of 

the system not merely by its three spatial coordi

nates x;, y;, z; (i"' l, 2, ... , n) but also by its 

time coordinate t;. Correspondingly, we shall also 

apply the term "four-dimensional" to all functions 

and relations in which the motion of the bodies is 

described by four-dimensional vectors. Such a 

method was applied first in quantum electrodynamics 

in the work of Dirac, Fock, and Podol' skii, 1 and 

later in classical electrodynamics in the work of 

\larkov. 2 In the present article this method is ap

plied to the mechanical n-body problem. 

The system of bodies is supposed isolated, and 

only the translational motion of the bodies is con

sidered; no account is taken of the dependence of 

this motion on :their shape and other parameters (the 

bodies are supposed spherically symmetric, and the 

distances between them are supposed much greater 

than their linear dimensions). 

Treatment of the many-body problem from a purely 

mechanical point of view is naturally approximate, 

and permissible only when radiation may be neg

lected. Therefore we assume that the speeds of 

the mechanical motion are small in comparison with 

the speed of light, and we retain only quantities of 
order rYc2 in the case of electrical interaction, 

ami only quantities of order ri/ c• in the case of 

gravitational interaction between the bodies (r7 is 

the square of the velocity of translational motion of 

the ith body). 

I. THE FOUR-DIMENSIONAL EQUATIOl\S OF 

MOTION OF A SYSTEM OF BODIES, 

AND THEIR INTEGRALS 

The equations of motion in which each body is 

described by means of its own time can be written 

in the form 

d@\;jdt =' .fvi (v =0, I, 2, 3; i = 1, 2, ... , n). (l) 

Here 

lf'oi = - c- 1oZ;ox0 i, if'ii = oZjo.¥;i. 
cffoi = - c-1oZjox0 i, 

a<r1i = a:e;ax1i (j = 1, 2, 3), 

(2) 

(3) 

where£ is the four-dimensional Lagrangian func

tion (to be determined later), dependent on the vari

ables t, xvi• and iv;; tis the independent variable, 

for which we use the proper time of the coordinate 

system; x 0 ; = t; is the time coordinate, and X 1; "'X;, 

X2 ; "'Y;, X 3; "' z; are the spatial coordinates, of the 

i th body in the chosen coordinate system. A super

ior dot indicates differentiation with respect to the 

variable t. 
To establish relations between the general inte

grals of the four-dimensional equations (l) and the 

groups of !transformations with respect to which 

these equations are invariant, we change from the 

variables t and Xvi in ~qs. (l) to new variables 1: 


